 nnouncing the Premiere of a film of a
A
major Talk by Bob Avakian in the Fall of 2012:

BA Speaks:
REVOLUTION—
NOTHING LESS!
“Yes, this is a film, but that is not its essence. This is a daring, substantive,
scientific summoning to revolution. 6+ hours that can change how you see the world
and what you do with the rest of your life. Is this hype? No.”
From one of the filmmakers
If humanity is going to fight its way out of this
horrific nightmare and create a world where human
beings can rise to their full potential and truly
flourish, it will be because of the work and
leadership of Bob Avakian. And it will be because
people—beginning with YOU—get into this work,
get with this leadership, and fight for others to do
the same.
In March, a new film of a major speech given by Bob
Avakian in the fall of 2012 will premiere. This film
can make a world of difference in a world that needs
nothing more than to be radically different. Whether
that happens depends on us.
In darkened theaters in major cities around this
country, crowds will settle into their seats and voices
will hush as the leader of the revolution is projected
onto the big screen. BA Speaks: Revolution—Nothing
Less will open people’s eyes to the world around
them as they have never seen it before.
It is possible to put an end to a situation where 10
million children die in the Third World each year
from malnutrition and preventable disease...
It is possible to end the centuries of terror, brutality,
exploitation, and now mass incarceration of Black
people, and the oppression of other peoples of color
that this system has fed off and still feeds off…
It is possible to create a world without the global
epidemic of rape, violence, oppression, and
degradation of women...
It is possible to end forever the devastation of war
and to take dramatic steps to overcome the
environmental emergency and halt the destruction of
the environment...
It is possible for people—including people who today
are caught up in all kinds of bullshit, some of it quite
harmful—to rise up above the muck and mire and
become emancipators of humanity...
It is possible to end the exploitation at the root of it
all, the insane profit-driven madness of capitalism

that leaves billions in misery—and all of humanity
alienated from and pitted against one another…
It is possible to bring into being a world where
people contribute what they can and get back what
they need to not only survive, but to really flourish
culturally, intellectually, and in their interactions with
each other...
But all this requires: REVOLUTION—NOTHING
LESS!
And when BA Speaks, it is clear that there is the
vision and concrete plan for a whole new, and
radically better, world. When BA Speaks, you learn
about the scientific understanding and the strategy
necessary to make this revolution—this real
communist revolution—to bring in a whole new epoch
where humanity can truly flourish, free from all forms
of exploitation and oppression. When BA Speaks,
you see and hear the leadership of this revolution.
REVOLUTION—NOTHING LESS! This movie will
be here, soon. The problem—and the solution—will
be here. And YOU need to be here. Up against all
this, it is not acceptable to simply look out for
yourself or your family. It is not acceptable to try to
do a little bit of good in your small corner of the
world, while life on this planet grows more hellish
each day. And no, it is not even acceptable to let the
many truly crushing horrors and sacrifices of life
keep you from engaging these answers.
As BA has said, “If you’re serious—and this is
serious—dig into it and learn about it. That’s your
responsibility.”
REVOLUTION—NOTHING LESS!
Don’t miss it.
Clear your schedules and come with an open mind
and a sincere heart. Come driven by the weight of
what humanity is facing and by the burning desire to
see a whole new day for humanity. Come with
everyone you know, and join with others who are
seeking the way out and the way forward.
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